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Abstract: The LNG terminals are characterized by a large number of ships entering the port during
the winter season due to the seasonality of rapidly increasing demand for heating. In winter, there is a
shortage of dolphin jetty wharf (dolphins), which increases the waiting rate for ships. Therefore, there
is a practical argument that dolphins should be additionally built to solve the ship standby problem.
This study proposes the proper LNG handling capacity of a terminal with multiple dolphins of
different size. Studies on calculating the LNG handling capacity of LNG terminal dolphins have been
proposed by UNCTAD and Ministry of Transport of China (MTC). The formula-based calculation
of LNG handling capacity has the advantage of being simple, but it has the disadvantage of not
reflecting the actual operation. In this study, the proper LNG handling capacity is measured using
a simulation method to overcome the limitations of formula-based calculation for Incheon port in
South Korea. In order to check whether the method by simulation is justified, it is compared with
the unloading capacity by the calculation formula. This study finds that the proper (or optimal)
LNG handling capacity of Incheon port is determined by a dolphin occupancy of 49%, where the
dolphin’s profits are maximized. As the results of simulation model, the proper (or optimal) loading
capacity is 38.5 million m3 when dolphin occupancy is 49%. The capacity of individual dolphin is
estimated at 17.0 million m3 for 70,000 DWT dolphin and 21.2 million m3 for 120,000 DWT dolphin,
respectively. The main points of this study to use simulation model are as follows: First, the number
of non-working days should be considered. Second, the optimal dolphin occupancy should be
determined by finding the maximum profit point of using the pier. Third, if the size of the dolphin is
different, an appropriate simulation will be implemented. Fourth, the data of the peak season should
be analyzed. Finally, it should be checked whether the ship waiting rate is acceptable level or not.

Keywords: LNG dolphin capacity; simulation model; optimal LNG loading capacity; Incheon Port

1. Introduction

As liquefied natural gas (hereinafter referred to as LNG) is an eco-friendly fuel that
can minimize global warming [1] by reducing emissions of 99% of sulfur oxides, 90% of
nitrogen oxides, and 30% of carbon dioxide compared to conventional chemical fuels, its
demand is rapidly increasing worldwide. The International Maritime Organization (IMO)
also announces the carbon neutral policy for maritime sectors [2]. Following the IMO
policy, global shipping companies are trying to switch traditional marine fuel for ships to
LNG [3]. The rapid increase in population and economic growth in the Asian region led
to a huge expansion in the amount of energy consumption. Specifically, China addresses
the energy transition policy from coal to LNG [4]. Moreover, the improved LNG energy
efficiency has increased its attractiveness compared to conventional petroleum fuels, and
thus LNG demand is rapidly increasing worldwide [5].

Most of the LNG demands is high in the winter season because LNG is mainly used for
heating. Thus, the number of incoming LNG ships increases during the winter season, so it
feels like there is not enough LNG dolphin jetty wharf (hereinafter dolphin). In particular,
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when there is a difference in the size of dolphins, it is often perceived as a shortage due to
inefficient allocation.

There are two ways to measure the LNG handling capacity. The first method is the
formula-based calculation proposed by UNCTAD [6] and the Ministry of Transport of
China (hereinafter MTC) [7]. This method has a problem in that the handling capacity is
easily changed according to the value of the input variable. The method of applying a
random value gives a significant error to the LNG handling capacity. The second method
is the simulation using software program such as ARENA or GPSS. This method is being
evaluated as a more practical method because it reflects the operation situation of the
LNG terminal as mirroring [8]. Since LNG terminals are complex systems that are discrete,
stochastic and dynamic, simulation methods are appropriate methods to find the optimal
capacity [9].

This study proposes the proper LNG handling capacity by applying simulation method
according to two different size dolphins in Incheon Port, South Korea. As of 2022, LNG
import volumes of Republic of Korea are the third largest in the world, and Incheon Port
handles the largest amount of Korean LNG import volumes. Thus, Incheon port is suitable
for evaluating LNG dolphin capacity. In this study, a simulation model is used to overcome
the limitations of the formula, and a method for calculating the proper LNG handling
capacity is proposed. In addition, this study addresses the proper dolphin occupancy that
maximizes dolphin profit by considering the proper waiting time.

2. Precedent Studies

The most widely used LNG capacity calculation formula is proposed by the MTC in
2016 [7]. This method is an extension of the UNCTAD standard [6] for calculating berth
capacity, i.e., multiplying the number of ship turnover at terminal and average discharging
value). This formula is a method of multiplying the annual turnover of a ship by the
amount of cargo per ship. The turnover rate is calculated by multiplying the dolphin
occupancy by 365 days as the annual dolphin available time. Here, the dolphin occupancy
is 55–70%, which is arbitrarily determined in consideration of the situation. However, the
formal model is applied under the assumption that the variables used in the formula are the
same, thereby the expected capacity may be significantly different from the actual capacity.

The simulation method has been widely used to test unloading capacity of the port.
Port optimization using simulation has great potential for port resource reservation and
allocation [10]. Cimpeanu et al. (2017) argue that the simulation platform and underlying
algorithms are adaptable to different conditions, allowing these progresses to be transferred
into the wider context of optimizing, planning and investing in port activities [11]. The
simulation model calculates the capacity by applying the variable values derived from the
appropriate parameters reflecting the terminal characteristics based on the existing formula
method [12]. Dragovic et al., (2016) indicate that the most popular simulation model in
port operation is discrete-event simulation [13] and predict an actual terminal situation
with high precision [14,15]. For a container terminal simulation study, Zhou et al. (2020)
develop a simulation to optimize the yard allocation problem of the container terminal [16].
Sha et al. (2021) also presents a generic simulation model to determine the equipment mix
for a container terminal [17].

LNG demands and terminal capacity are affected by government policy, port through-
put and fuel consumption [18,19]. Thus, it is very important to calculate and evaluate
the handling capacity of an LNG terminal. This capacity is related to the configuration
of terminal equipment and the comprehensive production advantages of the terminal.
Specifically, the handling capacity of an LNG terminal is related to the capacity of exist-
ing facilities and equipment and the operation and management strategy of the terminal.
Therefore, it is complicated to accurately calculate the throughput of the terminal. As an
LNG receiving terminal can be described as an example of a discrete, stochastic, dynamic
and complex system, capacity evaluation can be explored through simulation methods to
find the optimal capacity.
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The prediction of LNG demands and handling capacity are mainly based on mathe-
matical formula method [20,21]. Yu et al. (2021) propose LNG bunkering infrastructure
optimization model based on geometric aggregation score calculation in line with mathe-
matical formula method [22]. To simulate an LNG terminal, it is necessary to isolate the
most important functions and create a conceptual (structural) model. In this regard, it is
necessary to select an annual import target and install an LNG terminal to perform the basic
tasks of the LNG terminal. A computer model must then be created to simulate the process
in the LNG terminal model. Simulations can be performed for estimated and increased
traffic and various terminal settings [8]. Park and Park (2019) simulated the capacity of
LNG bunkering infrastructure based on demand in the future using ARENA simulation
program [23]. They suggest that simulation modeling is useful for logically approaching
complex ports that are difficult to calculate mathematically due to various variables and
scenarios occurring in these ports and calculating proper capacity in terms of port logistics.
Chae et al. (2021) predict LNG bunkering demands using artificial intelligence simulation
that improves the accuracy of estimation [24]. Some LNG simulation studies focused on
evaluating risk assessment [25,26] and filling process of storage tank [27].

3. Material and Methods
3.1. Formula

The formula for calculating unloading capacity of an LNG terminal is divided into
two types depending on the difference in calculation method. The first is the UNCTAD
calculation formula [6], and the second is the calculation formula presented by the MTC [28].

The elements that make up the UNCTAD formula are composed of the number of
berths, effective berth occupancy ratio, annual terminal operating hours, and average
throughput of ships per hour, presented in Equation (1).

Annual berth capacity of UNCTAD
= the number of berths × effective berth occupancy ratio × (number o f days per year
− non working days)× working hours per day × annual LNG volume

berthing time

(
m3

h

) (1)

In contrast, the MTC formula proposed in Equation (2) consists of the number of
berths, berth occupancy ratio, number of days per year, working hours per day, total
berthing time and LNG volume per ship.

Annual berth capacity of MTC
= the number of berths × effective berth occupancy ratio ×
× (number o f days per year×working hours per day)

(uloading time+unloading assistance time(h)+extra time(h))
× LNG volume per ship

(
m3) (2)

To summarize the comparison between the two methods, the UNCTAD method
is obtained by multiplying the annual working hours considering the effective berth
occupancy rate by the unloading amount per hour, while the MTC method is calculated by
multiplying the average cargo volume per ship by the number of ships entering the port
per year.

In order to develop the simulation model, it is necessary to understand the elements
constituting the simulation first. Deriving a more realistic method from the above two
methods, an equation that divides the annual working hours considering the effective
berth occupancy by the sum of the unloading time, and then the unloading auxiliary time
and multiplies the average unloading amount per ship considering the seasonal peak is
proposed [29].

Referring to peak factor, LNG cargo has a distinct seasonality. In the winter season,
from December to February, the demand of LNG is concentrated on the season. Therefore, it
is necessary to consider the peak season to calculate the exact capacity of the LNG dolphin.
Accordingly, the target period of the parameters shown through data analysis, such as
the number of annual unloading days, unloading time per ship, unloading assistance
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time, non-working days, and average cargo volume per ship, should be based on the peak
months.

There is an issue regarding the application of the number of dolphins when calculating
the cargo handling capacity. Generally, if two dolphins are applied when calculating the
cargo handling capacity, it is assumed that the size of the dolphins is the same. However,
in this case, the formula needs to be modified to consider the different sizes of 75,000-ton
dolphins and 127,000-ton dolphins in each terminal (Equation (3)).

Ct =
(Tm1−Tnw1)×Aρ1×td1

(ts1+t f 1)×F
× G1 +

(Tm2−Tnw2)×Aρ2×td2

(ts2+t f 2)×F
× G2 · · · (Tmn−Tnwn)×Aρn×tdn

(tsn+t f n)×F
× Gn

ts=
G
P

(3)

The Equation (3) is applied to verify the capability by simulation. The input variable
values to be applied to the formula are shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Dolphin occupancy and ship waiting ratio.

Notation Description Value in the Case

Tm Number of operating days per year 365 days

Tnw
Number of non-working days per

month 53

Aρ

Proper dolphin occupancy in
consideration of dolphin cost and

dolphin revenue
50%

td Number of day and night hours 24 h

ts
Time required to unload cargo per

ship Small dolphin 14.1 h. Large dolphin 16.6 h

t f
Time (h) for unloading assistance

operations Small dolphin 10.1 h. Large dolphin 9.8 h

G Unloading volume per ship (m3) Small dolphin 132,632 m3, Large dolphin
167,056 m3

N1..n Number of dolphins One small dolphin and
One large dolphin in the case

F Peak factor for winter season 1.13

Ct Annual proper capacity
Small dolphin 18,174,000 m3, Large

dolphin 20,958,000 m3, Total capacity 39.0
million m3

In the above Equation (3), Tm is applied for 365 days, but the number of non-working
days (Tnw) depends on the circumstances of the terminal. Non-working time due to
typhoon, heavy rain, heavy snow, fog, etc. is derived from past data and applied by
subtracting it from the annual working time. t f is time required unloading assistance.
It is defined as the sum of times that occurs after the ship enters port and before the
unloading operation, and the time that occurs after the completion of unloading and until
the pilot transfers. The unloading assistance time is divided into pre-processing time
and post-processing time. The pre-processing time consists of piloting time—mooring
time—CIQ inspection time—arm connection time—arm cooling time. The post-processing
time consists of unloading end—arm separation—CIQ time—departure pilot time.

According to LNG terminal regulation by Korea Gas Corporation (hereinafter KOGAS),
ship’s Master shall [30], in principle, refrain from berthing under the following weather
condition. 1© During night, but night berthing or unberthing are permitted in case of
emergency 2© wind velocity in the port exceeds 15 m/s. 3© wave height in the port exceeds
1.2 m 4© when visibility is less than one nautical mile 5© When warning of strong winds
and/ or high waves or thunderstorm warnings are issued or wind velocity at berth exceeds
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30 knots (15 m/s), a shore responsible person (Dock Master) shall consult with Ship’s
Master about continuation of the discharge. In practice of Incheon Port, there are 53 days a
year when work is impossible due to wind speed, tidal currents and bad weather. [30].

3.2. Simulation Process

A simulation-based optimization approach is able to solve an integrated handling
problem for unloading operations [9]. Using ARENA simulation program, a simulation
model in this study carried out in 5 steps similar to previous studies [23,31]. The first is to
analyze the unloading process of the ship in the dolphin, and the second is to define input
and output variables. The detailed process defined in the simulation model is as follows.

Step 1: Arrival of ship (create ship): Create a ship according to the distribution of the
ship arrival time interval. The ship arrival time interval is the difference in arrival time
of two consecutive ships in the order of call. Ship arrival time is recorded in notice of
readiness (NOR) which is kept by LNG terminal operation company.

Step 2: Setting the ship’s properties, that is the cargo carrying capacity for each ship.
The LNG capacity of each ship is set according to the volume of LNG volume, because the
ship carries full capacity. The ratio of the number of ships in the class of ship size is used
as the probability of selecting the size of the ship. Therefore, the amount of cargo for each
ship is determined according to probability density function (PDF) in the class of ship size.

Step 3: Dolphin allocation and ship waiting. Arriving ship selects a dolphin where
it is empty. If there is no empty dolphin, she waits until an available dolphin occurs. In a
result, waiting queue occurs. The dolphin may be restricted from loading and unloading
depending on the size of the ship. If a ship of 75,000 DWT or less enters the port, dock in
an empty small dolphin. If this dolphin is in use, dock it with a 127,000-ton dolphin. Here,
of course, the 127,000-ton dolphin must be empty. If a ship of 75,000 DWT or larger enters
the port, dock in an empty 127,000-ton dolphin.

Step 4: Preparation of unloading, unloading and preparation for departure. We need
to calculate the time for which the ship occupies the dolphin. The dolphin occupancy
time is divided into unloading preparation, unloading, and preparation for departure after
unloading. In addition, unloading work is further divided into time for rate-up, time for
full speed, and time for rate-down. In the case of full speed, it is proportional to the amount
of unloading.

Step 5: Departure of the ship upon completion of the work. Ships that have been
serviced are to depart, and the ship process is completed. Finally, calculate the key perfor-
mance indicators (KPI) for ships that have completed the simulation.

3.3. LNG Terminal Simulation Model

By entering the current operation situation and implementing the simulation, the
occupancy rate, the number of waiting ships, and the waiting time of the ship can be
obtained. That is, When the dolphin occupancy increases, the ship’s waiting rate increases
in proportion to the increase whereas the ship’s waiting rate decreases when the ship’s occu-
pancy decreases. This study uses a method for selecting dolphin occupancy that maximizes
the dolphin’s profit. Dolphin revenue is the amount obtained by subtracting demurrage
from facility rental revenue. The simulation model development process proceeds in five
stages as follows: (1) process analysis, (2) probability distribution estimation through data
analysis, (3) simulation model implementation, (4) model accuracy verification and (5)
simulation performance.

The simulation model of the LNG terminal follows the basic procedure of ship entry—
unloading—departure. If a ship enters port and there are no empty dolphins, it waits at the
dolphin and docks when the dolphin is empty. Here, there is a variant of the procedure
under the premise that there are dolphins with a scale of 75,000 DWT and with a scale
of 127,000 DWT. The density of LNG is 450 kg per m3. When converted into volume, it
becomes 166,667 m3.
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When a ship of 75,000 DWT or less enters a port, the first thing is to find out if the
small dolphin is empty. If the 75,000 DWT dolphin is empty, dock it, otherwise look for a
127,000-ton dolphin. If it is empty, it docks, and if it is working, it waits at the anchorage.

When a ship of 75,000 DWT or more enters the port, the ship immediately checks
whether the 125,000-tons class dolphin is empty. If the 127,000 DWT dolphin is empty, it
docks, otherwise it waits. In this case, there is only one soluble dolphin in a large ship. A
procedures of simulation model for LNG dolphin is shown in Figure 1.
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3.4. Input and Output Variables for Simulation

The simulation model consists of input variables and output variables. The input
variable is expressed as a probability density function shown in Table 2. These are simula-
tion period, terminal operating hours, the distribution of ship arrival time intervals, the
distribution of cargo volume per ship according to ship size, and the classification ratio of
ship size, dolphin service time and cargo handling productivity.

Table 2. Input variables for the simulation model.

Variable Description Unit

Simulation Period:
Working Days

Working days per year
(=365 days-non-working days) days

Ship Arrive Ship arrival time interval Probability distribution

TPC Ratio Probability of generating cargo
volume Ratio

TPC
Unloading volume by ship size

(classified into 6 groups from 130 K
to 260 K)

Probability distribution

Dolphin Service Time Unloading work time + Unloading
auxiliary time Probability distribution

Standard—Dolphin
Occupancy

Proper dolphin occupancy for
calculating capacity Ratio

Output variables are indicators of simulation operation results, such as ship waiting
rate, dolphin occupancy, number of ships entering port, and cargo throughput. Details of
output variables are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Output variables for the simulation model.

Variable Description Unit

Ship Waiting Ratio SWR =
Number of waiting ships
Number of calling ships

Ratio

Dolphin Occupancy DO =
Occupied tim in dolphin
Available time in dolphin

Ratio

Dolphin Throughput Annual dolphin throughput m3

Dolphin Calling Ships Number of calling ship per dolphin -

Dolphin Capacity Annual unloading capacity per dolphin m3

4. Simulation Modeling and Results
4.1. Distribution of Ship Arrival Time Interval

Ship arrival time interval means the time elapsed from the arrival of a ship until the
arrival of the next ship. The analysis data is based on the Notice of Readiness (NOR) data,
which is most closely related to the arrival time of the ship among the calling schedule
data [32,33]. In the case of Incheon port base, the arrival time interval of the ships should
be calculated by considering the total ships that entered the two terminals together.

Arrival time intervals are based on peak months in winter when the number of
incoming ships is high. Based on the performance data, the peak month is set as the
number of ships increases or decreases during the winter season. Based on the data from
2019 to 2021, December to February are selected as peak months.

The inter-arrival time distribution of ships in Incheon terminal was plotted in Figure 2.
In this study, the distribution with the lowest square error value is derived by using the
ARENA Input Analyzer to estimate the probability distribution. The distribution of time-to-
arrival is found to fit very well with the Erlang distribution, ERLA (26.8, 2). This is because
the least square error among other distributions is 0.036. Reviewing the statistics of inter
arrival time, the mean value of sample is 53.6 h with standard deviation 40.8 h. Maximum
data value is 286 h while minimum data value is 0.1 h. The number of data points are
652 per 3 years.
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4.2. Distribution of LNG Volume of Calling Ship

For the simulation, it is necessary to estimate the distribution of the ship’s unloading
capacity that affects to allocate dolphin and the service time. Figure 3 shows the probability
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distribution function of unloading volume by 6 size classes. The reason for classifying LNG
volume into detailed distributions is to allocate dolphin to be berthed according to the size
of the cargo volume. The second reason is to reflect the unloading speed according to the
size of the quantity.
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Figure 3. Distribution of LNG volume of calling ships.

The cargo volume of a ship entering port is determined by the size of the ship. In
the case of Incheon Port, the LNG volume can be divided into 6 sections. This section is
divided by the subject of the researcher based on the actual cargo volume.

Table 4 shows the distribution of the LNG capacity of the Incheon LNG Terminal port
using the ARENA Input Analyzer. The smallest cargo volume is under 120,000 m3 and the
largest is over 250,000 m3. The probability density function of the cargo volume for each
section appears in various ways, such as Normal, Weibull, and Beta presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Distribution of LNG volume of calling ship.

LNG Volume (m3) Ratio Probability Density Function

Under 130,000 0.17 NORM (1.25 × 105, 2.48 × 103)

~135,000 0.34 1.31 × 105 + WEIB (1.12 × 105, 1.71)

~150,000 0.18 1.35 × 105 + 1.48 × 105 * BETA (1.71, 1.39)

~200,000 0.12 1.5 × 105 + 1.8 × 104 * BETA (1.12, 1.25)

~250,000 0.03 2.05 × 105 + 8.08 × 103 * BETA (0.34, 0.37)

Over 250,000 0.16 2.54 × 105 + 7.35 × 103 * BETA (2.06, 0.698)

4.3. Distribution of Service Time of LNG Ship

Ship service time refers to the time required for a ship to prepare for unloading, during
the unloading process, and in the process after completing the loading and unloading work.
Estimating the required time for each process based on the ship schedule data is as follows:

1. Preparation time for unloading is calculated by subtracting start time of unloading
from notice of readiness.

2. Unloading work time (full rate time) is calculated by subtracting end time of unloading
from start time of unloading
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3. Preparation time of ship departure is calculated by subtracting departure time of ship
from end time of unloading

The full rate time during the unloading operation time is proportional to the loaded
cargo volume as shown in Figure 4. As a result of analyzing 661 data for 3 years, the
correlation coefficient between the cargo volume and the full rate time was found to be
72.7%.
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As a result of analyzing 661 data for 3 years, the correlation coefficient between the
cargo volume and the preparation time for unloading and for ship departure was found to
be −0.1% as shown in Figure 5.
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5. Standard Dolphin Occupancy in Incheon Port
5.1. The Relationship between Dolphin Occupancy and Ship Waiting Rate

The core of the model is to understand the relationship between dolphin occupancy
and ship waiting rate. In general, when there are two dolphins, it is desirable to maintain the
occupancy of the ships at 50% [8]. In the to-be model, the proper percentage of occupancy
is determined by the ship waiting ratio. The issue here is to establish an acceptable ship
waiting rate.

The relationship between the dolphin occupancy and the ship waiting rate by simula-
tion is shown in Table 5. Since the demurrage cost of a ship is calculated by the waiting
time, the number of waiting ships and the waiting time according to the dolphin occupancy
should be calculated at the same time.

Table 5. Dolphin occupancy and ship waiting ratio.

Dolphin
Occupancy

Number of Berthed
Ships

Ship Waiting
Time (Hours)

The Number of
Waiting Ships

Ship Waiting
Rate

30% 169 9.2 25 15%

31% 173 9.6 26 15%

32% 182 11.9 33 18%

33% 188 12.3 34 18%

34% 191 12.1 36 19%

35% 200 13.2 38 19%

36% 203 13.2 38 19%

37% 205 12.7 34 17%

38% 214 14.1 41 19%

39% 224 13.0 51 23%

40% 224 13.8 45 20%

41% 231 14.0 45 19%

42% 236 14.3 47 20%

43% 238 14.6 47 20%

44% 245 14.5 50 20%

45% 247 14.0 55 22%

46% 256 14.4 67 26%

47% 261 15.7 66 25%

48% 267 15.6 72 27%

49% 277 15.9 76 27%

50% 279 16.0 83 30%

51% 287 15.0 87 30%

52% 288 15.1 90 31%

53% 294 17.0 93 32%

54% 298 16.2 95 32%

55% 301 14.4 100 33%

56% 310 15.3 103 33%

57% 313 17.8 117 37%
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Table 5. Cont.

Dolphin
Occupancy

Number of Berthed
Ships

Ship Waiting
Time (Hours)

The Number of
Waiting Ships

Ship Waiting
Rate

58% 317 17.1 114 36%

59% 324 16.3 120 37%

60% 327 18.0 142 43%

Figure 6 shows the graph of the ship waiting rate and the dolphin occupancy. Here, the
ship waiting rate is the waiting rate based on the simulation, so it is necessary to supplement
it. Finding the trend line gives the following formula y = 0.0002x2 + 0.001x + 0.163. Based
on this, the method of finding the new ship waiting rate is used.
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5.2. The Formula for Maximum Profit

The higher the waiting rate of the ship, the higher the demurrage fee paid by the
shipper to the shipping company. The demurrage fee is set as a daily amount according to
the charter contract between the shipper and the shipping company. This is calculated by
multiplying the number of waiting ships, average ship waiting ship and daily demurrage
(Equation (4)). Sensitivity analysis is displayed when daily demurrage rates change with
market conditions.

On the other hand, the income for the dolphin usage fee is derived. This consists of a
dolphin usage fee and a wharafge. According to the Korean government regulation [34],
dolphin usage fee is calculated by multiplying the number of waiting ships and ship
deadweight divided by 10. If the berthing time is less than 12 h, a berthing fee of USD
0.26 per ship is applied.

If berthing time is over 12 h, the berth excess usage fee of USD 0.021 per unit should
be paid (Equation (5)). In Equation (6), Wharfage fee should be paid in barrel unit (USD
0.08 per unit) following the Korean government regulation [35].

By comparing their sum with the demurrage, the maximum profit is calculated by the
difference between dolphin revenue and demurrage fee (Equation (7)). The formula for
calculating the demurrage fee and wharfage is as follows:

Demurrage f ee(US$ )
= the number of waiting ships × average ship waiting time (hour)
× daily demurrage (US$)

24hours

(4)
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Dolphin usage fee(US$) = (the number of waiting ships × DWT
10 × berth usage fee (US$)

+(the number of waiting ships × DWT
10 × (ship dolphining time − 12hours)× berth excess usage fee(US$))

(5)

Whar f age f ee(US$ )

=
the number of waiting ships

0.45(conversion ratio between DWT and kilo litters)
0.159(=kilo litters to barrel) × US$ wharfage per LNG in barrel

(6)

Dolphin Profit(USD )
= Dolphin revenue(USD)(i.e., dolphin usage fee + wharfage fee)− demurrage fee(USD)

(7)

5.3. The Sensitivity Analysis for the Maximum Profit Considering Changing Demurrage

In this section, this study calculates the share with the maximum profit while changing
the demurrage fee. Table 6 shows the relationship between dolphin occupancy and dolphin
profit with demurrage of USD 40,000 per day using Equation (7). As dolphin occupancy
increases, demurrage costs occur while the ship is waiting, and the shipper also pays
demurrage costs to shipping company because the ship is tied to the berth. If the dolphin
occupancy exceeds the proper level, it will cause a bottleneck of unloading, resulting in a
sharp increase in demurrage.

When the dolphin occupancy exceeds 49% in the case, demurrage increases rapidly
while dolphin revenue increases constantly. Figure 7 shows reverse U-shape between
dolphin profit and dolphin occupancy. According to the analysis, the maximum profit
of the dolphin is determined by the dolphin occupancy of about 49%. Terminal capacity
considering an appropriate service level means terminal capacity when total service costs,
such as ship/cargo waiting costs, are minimal [36,37]. Therefore, it can be suggested that
dolphin occupancy of 49%, which maximizes dolphin profit, is the proper (or optimal)
LNG handling capacity.

Table 6. Dolphin profit and occupancy with USD 40,000 demurrage per day.

Dolphin
Occupancy

Demurrage
(1)

Dolphin Usage Fee
(2)

Wharfage Fee
(3)

Dolphin Revenue
(4) = (2) + (3)

Dolphin Profit
(5) = (4) − (1)

30% 383,333 946,842 1,891,444 2,838,285 2,454,952

31% 416,000 969,252 1,936,211 2,905,464 2,489,464

32% 654,500 1,019,676 2,036,939 3,056,615 2,402,115

33% 697,000 1,053,291 2,104,091 3,157,383 2,460,383

34% 726,000 1,070,099 2,137,667 3,207,766 2,481,766

35% 836,000 1,120,523 2,238,395 3,358,918 2,522,918

36% 836,000 1,137,331 2,271,971 3,409,301 2,573,301

37% 846,667 1,148,536 2,294,355 3,442,891 2,596,224

38% 963,500 1,198,959 2,395,082 3,594,042 2,630,542

39% 1,147,500 1,254,986 2,507,002 3,761,988 2,614,488

40% 1,196,000 1,254,986 2,507,002 3,761,988 2,565,988

41% 1,236,667 1,294,204 2,585,346 3,879,550 2,642,883

42% 1,287,000 1,322,217 2,641,306 3,963,523 2,676,523

43% 1,338,333 1,333,422 2,663,690 3,997,112 2,658,779

44% 1,522,500 1,372,641 2,742,034 4,114,674 2,592,174
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Table 6. Cont.

Dolphin
Occupancy

Demurrage
(1)

Dolphin Usage Fee
(2)

Wharfage Fee
(3)

Dolphin Revenue
(4) = (2) + (3)

Dolphin Profit
(5) = (4) − (1)

45% 1,516,667 1,383,846 2,764,417 4,148,263 2,631,597

46% 1,608,000 1,434,269 2,865,145 4,299,415 2,691,415

47% 1,727,000 1,462,282 2,921,105 4,383,387 2,656,387

48% 1,872,000 1,495,898 2,988,257 4,484,155 2,612,155

49% 1,908,000 1,551,924 3,100,177 4,652,101 2,744,101

50% 2,053,333 1,563,129 3,122,561 4,685,690 2,632,357

51% 2,175,000 1,607,950 3,212,096 4,820,047 2,645,047

52% 2,265,000 1,613,553 3,223,288 4,836,841 2,571,841

53% 2,635,000 1,647,169 3,290,440 4,937,609 2,302,609

54% 2,565,000 1,669,579 3,335,208 5,004,787 2,439,787

55% 2,400,000 1,686,387 3,368,784 5,055,171 2,655,171

56% 2,626,500 1,736,810 3,469,512 5,206,322 2,579,822

57% 3,471,000 1,753,618 3,503,088 5,256,706 1,785,706

58% 3,249,000 1,776,029 3,547,856 5,323,884 2,074,884

59% 3,260,000 1,815,247 3,626,199 5,441,446 2,181,446

60% 4,260,000 1,832,055 3,659,775 5,491,830 1,231,830

Table 7 and Figure 8 show the relationship between dolphin occupancy and dolphin
profit with demurrage of USD 20,000 per day. If demurrage rates were lowered by 50%,
Dolphin’s maximum profit would be a berth occupancy of 56%. Therefore, it suggests
that the share of the berth that realizes the maximum profit changes as the demurrage fee
changes.
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Table 7. Dolphin profit and occupancy with USD 20,000 demurrage per day.

Dolphin
Occupancy

Demurrage
(1)

Dolphin Usage Fee
(2)

Wharfage Fee
(3)

Dolphin Revenue
(4) = (2) + (3)

Dolphin Profit
(5) = (4) − (1)

30% 191,667 946,842 1,891,444 2,838,285 2,646,619

31% 208,000 969,252 1,936,211 2,905,464 2,697,464

32% 327,250 1,019,676 2,036,939 3,056,615 2,729,365

33% 348,500 1,053,291 2,104,091 3,157,383 2,808,883

34% 363,000 1,070,099 2,137,667 3,207,766 2,844,766

35% 418,000 1,120,523 2,238,395 3,358,918 2,940,918

36% 418,000 1,137,331 2,271,971 3,409,301 2,991,301

37% 423,333 1,148,536 2,294,355 3,442,891 3,019,557

38% 481,750 1,198,959 2,395,082 3,594,042 3,112,292

39% 573,750 1,254,986 2,507,002 3,761,988 3,188,238

40% 598,000 1,254,986 2,507,002 3,761,988 3,163,988

41% 618,333 1,294,204 2,585,346 3,879,550 3,261,216

42% 643,500 1,322,217 2,641,306 3,963,523 3,320,023

43% 669,167 1,333,422 2,663,690 3,997,112 3,327,945

44% 761,250 1,372,641 2,742,034 4,114,674 3,353,424

45% 758,333 1,383,846 2,764,417 4,148,263 3,389,930

46% 804,000 1,434,269 2,865,145 4,299,415 3,495,415

47% 863,500 1,462,282 2,921,105 4,383,387 3,519,887

48% 936,000 1,495,898 2,988,257 4,484,155 3,548,155

49% 954,000 1,551,924 3,100,177 4,652,101 3,698,101

50% 1,026,667 1,563,129 3,122,561 4,685,690 3,659,023

51% 1,087,500 1,607,950 3,212,096 4,820,047 3,732,547

52% 1,132,500 1,613,553 3,223,288 4,836,841 3,704,341

53% 1,317,500 1,647,169 3,290,440 4,937,609 3,620,109

54% 1,282,500 1,669,579 3,335,208 5,004,787 3,722,287

55% 1,200,000 1,686,387 3,368,784 5,055,171 3,855,171

56% 1,313,250 1,736,810 3,469,512 5,206,322 3,893,072

57% 1,735,500 1,753,618 3,503,088 5,256,706 3,521,206

58% 1,624,500 1,776,029 3,547,856 5,323,884 3,699,384

59% 1,630,000 1,815,247 3,626,199 5,441,446 3,811,446

60% 2,130,000 1,832,055 3,659,775 5,491,830 3,361,830
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5.4. The Dolphin Capacity by the Simulation

When the simulation program is completed, its reliability verification is required.
Reliability verification compares actual operational data with simulation data. The ultimate
goal of simulation is to represent phenomena as they are. The way to check whether
the simulation accurately depicts the current situation is to compare the results of the
simulation with the real data. In other words, it is to compare whether the number of
incoming ships, cargo volume, and service time calculated as a result of the simulation are
similar to the actual data.

The result of accuracy shows in Table 8 that the number of ships is 100% and the cargo
volume is 99% for working days.

After the reliability verification of the simulation is completed, the input value of
model is to be fixed. The model has the task of setting the proper berth occupancy to 50%
which is proved in the previous section. Under current conditions, the berth’s occupancy
averages 34%. In order to set 50% dolphin occupancy ratio, it is necessary to run the
simulation on the premise that more ships arbitrarily enter the port. As a result, as the ship
waiting ratio increases from 18% to 37%, the proper (optimal) loading capacity becomes
38.5 million m3.

Table 8. The accuracy of simulation system.

Item Current Status Simulation Result Accuracy

Number of calling ships per year 165 165 100%

Throughput per year (m3) 26,890,000 26,503,960 99%

Average service time (hours) 25.3 25.8 98%

The capacity of individual dolphins is estimated at 17.0 million m3 for 70,000 DWT
dolphins and 21.2 million m3 for 120,000 DWT dolphins. Total capacity of two dolphins is
39 million m3. The occupancy ratio and ship waiting rate is 32% and 18.3%, respectively,
for small dolphins and 37% and 18.5%, respectively, for large dolphins.
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6. Conclusions

Due to the global trend of pursuing sustainable development and eco-friendly energy
sources, LNG is considered the most ideal fuel as a ‘bridge energy’. In line with this
international trend, major port authorities are promoting the construction of LNG-only
ports, but the proper methods and standards for estimating LNG capacity are unclear. This
study presents a generic simulation model to estimate and determine the proper LNG
capacity. Korea is the world’s third largest LNG importer as of 2022, and is suitable as a
simulation target for this study. In particular, the Incheon port handles most of the LNG
imports, thus the generalization of the simulation model can be justified.

Methods for measuring the LNG handling capacity are a formula and a simulation
method. The formula method has a problem that the processing capacity is easily changed
according to the value of the input variable, whereas the simulation method can accurately
calculate the handling capacity by depicting the terminal operation as in reality.

This study addresses that the following five points should be considered when defining
simulation input variables. First, the number of non-working days should be considered.
Second, the optimal dolphin occupancy should be determined by finding the maximum
profit point of using the dolphin. Third, if the size of the dolphin is different, an appropriate
simulation will be implemented. Fourth, the data of the peak season should be used
for input variable. Finally, it should be checked whether the ship waiting rate is at an
acceptable level.

Using input variable of simulation, this study finds that the proper (or optimal) LNG
handling capacity is determined by a dolphin occupancy of 49% in applying USD 40,000
demurrage per day, where the dolphin’s profits are maximized. As the results of simulation
model, the proper (optimal) loading capacity is 38.5 million m3 when dolphin occupancy is
49%. The capacity of individual dolphin is estimated at 17.0 million m3 for 70,000 DWT
dolphin and 21.2 million m3 for 120,000 DWT dolphin, respectively. However, the share of
berths that realize maximum profit changes according to fluctuate in demurrage.

This study contributes to the estimation of proper LNG handling capacity in several
ways. First, extant studies focus on container terminal operation and optimization as well
as LNG bunkering with only a limited number of studies addressing LNG terminal. This
study proposes a rational method for estimating the cargo handling capacity of an LNG
terminal. Second, the formula for calculating the LNG handling capacity is the most widely
used by the MTC. However, the formula has a limitation in that the LNG handling capacity
is calculated by applying a simple variable value. Therefore, it is necessary to apply a
simulation model for more accurate calculation of the LNG handling capacity.

Although the unloading process of LNG dolphin is a typical queuing system, prob-
ability distribution or basic assumptions may violate the existing queuing assumptions.
This study proposes the proper LNG unloading capacity by applying the LNG terminal
operation to reality through a simulation method. This is an application of our techniques
to a specific problem without making the acquisition too grandiose. Therefore, the results
obtained in this study are statistical and analysis allows selection of the optimal settings for
the LNG terminal capacity.
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